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Duty To Detect Waste Is Heightened By Judgment

Verdicts & Settlements

Cos. Need To Disclose
‘Historical Releases’

hood that the releases contained hazardous materials wastes were confirmed
at reportable levels. There’s a bias in the regulations through testing.
favoring notification, particularly where we have sysSuperior Court Judge
tem of ‘privatized’ oversight of historical releases.”
John C. Cratsley apCrane remarked that the government appears to proved the seven-page
By: Paul Boynton
judge what demonstrates sufficient knowledge by consent judgment,
which is CommonCompanies will face an expanded duty to notify a changeable standard from company to company.
“The knowledge required of a General Electric is wealth of Massachuthe government of “historical releases” of hazardous
materials — even in the absence of test data evidenc- quite different than the knowledge of a home owner setts v. General Electric
ing pollutants — as the result of a recent consent with a fuel oil spill in the backyard,” Crane said. Co., Lawyers Weekly
“More sophisticated, bigger entities are held to a No. 12-253-99.
judgment, say state officials.
It states that the
Martin E. Levin, chief of the Massachusetts Envi- higher standard.”
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Levin disputed that position, saying “who the po- company’s “obligation
ronmental Strike Force, said that “the duty to notify
cannot be avoided [just] by avoiding taking samples.” tentially responsible party might be is not going to … to notify the DEP of a release of PCBs or of other
Levin added noted that the consent judgment re- control. What a particular company knows about a oil or hazardous materials … shall not be contingent
upon having actual measurements of reportable consulted from the first-ever case to enforce the duty to particular incident will control.”
Other environmental law experts said that the centrations or quantities nor upon whether such rereport historic releases of hazardous wastes.
Further, companies can’t willfully avoid discov- consent judgment actually crystallizes company no- lease occurred before of after the enactment of DEP
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Levin acknowledged that “a certain amount of due to inform the government of potential releases at standard in responding to requests for information
diligence is required in examining further the likeli- specific properties if reportable levels of hazardous and they should be forthcoming.”
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